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1. Executive Summary 
The scheduled trip demand and the number of new applicants drive the need for funding and resources 
at Access Services. Reliable forecasts and projections are essential to plan sufficient budgets and 
adequate operational resources to fully fund the expected demand as required by ADA regulations. 
Through an initial analysis, followed by training and testing, the best fit forecasting models were 
selected and used to develop projections for fiscal years 2025 through 2034.   

The initial analysis of the essential factors led to several discoveries. The analysis of scheduled trip 
demand revealed a distinct difference in trends before and after the COVID-19 pandemic. In other 
words, the number of trip requests prior to the pandemic lacks relevance to explain the current 
demand, which limits the value of this historic data. The post-pandemic data set begins April 2020, 
limiting the size of the data set available to predict future values. The same is true for the number of 
new applicants.   

Training and testing of different models were performed to identify and select the best fit. The hold-out 
method for training and testing typically splits historical data sets into two groups with 70% for training 
the model and 30% for testing it. Our data set split ranged from 91% training and 9% testing to 72% for 
training and 28% for testing. Testing several potential forecasting models led to findings including: 

● The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model produces the most accurate projections for scheduled 
trip demand in the testing period with a Mean Adjusted Percentage Error (MAPE) of 0.93% while the 
MAPE of previous forecasts were 7.31% for the same testing period.   

● The ARIMA model best fits the new applicant data. 
● Previous forecasts tended to under forecast, a negative bias, for scheduled trip demand, which 

resulted in significant practical errors for scheduled trip demand because they were too low. 
 
The LSTM model was applied using a historical data set, January 2021 through October 2023, to develop 
projections for scheduled trip demand from November 2023 through June 2031. Linear regression was 
merged with the LSTM model forming the hybrid model used to create scheduled trip demand for the 
remaining three years of the ten (10) year forecast. The ARIMA model used the historical data set from 
April 2020 through November 2023 to develop projections of new applicants for the entire ten (10) year 
forecast (Fiscal Years 2025 through 2034).   

Occasionally, scheduled trips are canceled by the eligible rider, or the eligible rider is a no-show. An 
analysis of the completed trip ratio indicates that 80.21% of scheduled trips are completed and this ratio 
is relatively constant.   

Training and testing results demonstrate the LSTM model performed better than previous forecasts in 
the testing phase and is likely to outperform previous forecasts. The accuracy of projections for 
scheduled trip demand is expected to further represent improved reliable data forecasting as the 
number of observations in the post-pandemic data set increases. Additional steps for the next iteration 
of forecasting include testing additional detrending techniques and transformers, as well as considering 
additional forecasting models such as LSTM multivariate and the Meta (Facebook) Prophet.   
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2. Introduction 
Access Services provides Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) mandated paratransit service for eligible 
persons in Los Angeles County, California. Its services are available to any location within three quarters 
of a mile of any public bus fixed route and the same distance around Metro rail stations during its 
operating hours. Its service area is divided into six regions and extends into portions of the surrounding 
counties of San Bernardino, Orange, and Ventura.  Independent ridership estimates are necessary to 
fully fund the expected ADA paratransit demand. Reliable forecasts and projections are essential to plan 
sufficient budgets and adequate operational resources for these critical services.  

The first step to developing the projections includes an initial analysis, a peer review, and an assessment 
of pandemic effects. It is necessary to understand the state of paratransit, internally and nationally, to 
guide the course of projections for scheduled trip demand and new applicants.  

The second step is identifying potential tools and models to create forecasts. Training and testing 
prospective models reveal the best choice to select for projections. The selected model(s) are then 
applied to develop forecasts of scheduled trip demand and new applicants. The third step is an 
evaluation to understand risks associated with the forecasted values and the confidence in utilizing the 
values. The final step of the approach includes reflection on the steps, and evaluation of them, to 
identify ways to improve the forecasting model for projections in the next iteration.  

2.1. Purpose 
Previous paratransit demand forecasting relied on historical data that involved scientific analysis and 
review. Under predictable circumstances that ebb and flow over time, traditional projections that utilize 
trends and shifts in scheduled trip demand were relatively effective. However, the COVID-19 global 
pandemic that occurred in March 2020 disrupted the trends and shifts causing them to be less 
predictable and continue to be such.  

While pre-pandemic trends and shifts in demand may return over time, the need for a more robust and 
dynamic forecasting approach has emerged. The purpose of this project is to develop an approach for 
training and testing prospective models that reveal the best choice(s) to select for projections. Doing so 
will enhance the reliability and sustainability of the projections used to make critical resource and 
budget decisions required to serve the paratransit riders, their families, and the region.  

Ongoing evaluation of the applied models along with their values for scheduled trip demand and new 
applicants provide for understanding of risks associated with the forecasted values and the confidence 
in utilizing these values. Reflection and evaluation of the approach creates a continuous improvement 
cycle of the forecasting model for projections in future iterations, increasing both their relevance and 
precision. Future iterations of forecasting models that utilize machine learning and advanced time series 
models better position Access Services to test additional or alternative factors, further enhancing the 
utility of projections and return on investment.    
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3. Scheduled Trip Demand 
3.1. Initial Analysis – Scheduled Trip Demand 

Patterns of the past help plan for the uncertainty of the future. Essential factors that provide insight into 
the paratransit needs in Los Angeles County, California, include the scheduled trip demand. A review of 
peer paratransit services also provides an opportunity for insights on services in other regions of the 
country.  

The focus of the initial analysis includes a historical analysis on scheduled trip demand, a brief evaluation 
of the global pandemic effect, and a peer review. Together, the historical analysis, pandemic evaluation, 
and peer review provide direction for the types of forecasting models and the variables to include 
(exclude), consider and evaluate.  

3.1.1. Historical Analysis – Scheduled Trip Demand 
The examination of evidence from the past helps form a more coherent story. The focus of this 
examination includes an analysis of events in time series to identify patterns, trends, and changes over 
time. The analysis identifies the presence of (or lack of) seasonal patterns, cyclical patterns, stationarity, 
and autocorrelation along with trends. These components are key for model identification and selection.  

Access Services needs to understand both ridership and the number of eligible customers to develop an 
accurate, effective budget and plan future fiscal year(s). The historical analysis includes scheduled trip 
demand and the number of new applicants.       

The initial data for the historical analysis of scheduled trip demand includes the number of trip requests 
from January 2010 through October 2022. The data file provided to Hollingworth Consulting included 
the count of trip requests per month for each service region and the count of trip requests per month 
system wide. Visualization was the first step to begin to understand this variable. The time series plot for 
the monthly scheduled trip demand is shown below in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 Monthly Scheduled Trip Demand Time Series Plot

 

The graph reveals a story with a twist. There is a 75% drop in the number of trip requests per month 
from February 2020 to April 2020, equal to 281,522 fewer scheduled trips per month. The scheduled trip 
demand does not return to calendar year 2019 levels until October 2022.  

The intercept and the slope of the scheduled trip demand appear to be different comparing February 
2020 and the months prior to it with April 2020 and the months following. The time series plot shown in 
Figure 2 displays monthly scheduled trip demand prior to the pandemic above the same metric after the 
pandemic began through October 2022.  
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Figure 2 Monthly Scheduled Trip Demand Time Series Plot – Pre and Post-pandemic 

 
 

 
 

Visual inspection of these two Figures illustrates a clear difference in the observed values. There are 
only two (2) observations in the plot on the top in Figure 2 below the value of 200,000 trip requests 
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while there are thirteen (13) observations below the same amount shown on the bottom. The slope of 
the lines in each figure looks different, however a trend analysis is necessary to identify, quantify, and 
explain the validity of any differences. Further discussion and details of this topic will be addressed later 
in this report.      

Using the trend analysis tool in Minitab Statistical Software (version 21.4.2) to examine the monthly 
scheduled trip demand, four (4) different trend models were identified and utilized to compare time 
series data and determine the general trend model that best fit the observations. The four trend models 
include: (1) linear, (2) quadratic, (3) exponential growth (or decay), and (4) the S-curve. The tool 
calculates three metrics to identify and choose the model that fits best: (1) Mean Absolute Percent Error 
(MAPE), (2) Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), and (3) Mean Standard Deviation (MSD). The definitions 
and equations for the metrics are shown in Appendix A-1: Definitions. The lower the value for the metric 
the better the observations fit the model compared to the other models.  

The quadratic model is the best fit of a general trend model for the monthly scheduled trip demand 
prior to the pandemic as shown in Figure 3. The quadratic model scored a lower MAPE, MAD, and MSD 
than the linear and exponential growth (or decay) trend models while tying the S-curve model for MAPE 
but outperforming it on MAD and MSD as shown in Table 1.  

Figure 3 Trend Analysis Monthly Scheduled Trip Demand – Pre-Pandemic 
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Table 1 Pre-Pandemic Scheduled Trip Demand Trend Model Scores 

 

The quadratic model is the best fit of a general trend model for the monthly scheduled trip demand 
after the pandemic as shown in Figure 4. The quadratic model tied the linear and S-curve models for 
MAPE but scored (better) on all three other models for both MAD and MSD for this data set as shown in 
Table 2.  
 

Figure 4 Trend Analysis Monthly Scheduled Trip Demand – Post-Pandemic 

 
 

Table 2 Post-Pandemic Scheduled Trip Demand Trend Model Scores 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the polynomial equation representing the trend of the monthly scheduled trip 
demand prior to the pandemic, Yt = 192,007 + 2,443t – 7.52t2. The equation illustrated in Figure 4, Yt = 
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112,779 + 6,875t – 35.2t2, represents the trend post-pandemic. The equations in Figure 3 and Figure 4 
are different indicating there is a mathematical difference between the trend for the monthly scheduled 
trip demand before the pandemic and after the pandemic. This is important because pre-pandemic 
scheduled trip demand does not reflect current scheduled trip demand limiting its value to forecast 
scheduled trips.   
 

3.1.2. Global Pandemic Effect 
A new disease, COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019), spread worldwide causing a global pandemic. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) declared the virus a pandemic on March 11, 2020. State shutdowns 
began in March 2020 to prevent the spread of the virus. The virus and the shutdowns along with risk 
mitigation tactics such as requiring face coverings and social distancing changed the behavior, choices, 
and consumption of most people in the United States.     

“The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted everything from consumer behavior to supply chains, and the 
economic fallout is causing further changes,” reported Sara Brown in a webinar hosted by MIT Sloan 
Management Review in January 2021 (para 1).      

Several data sources document the disruption and change in behavior patterns that continue across the 
United States with uncertainty about whether and when pre-pandemic patterns will re-emerge. One 
example is retail sales, which increased as much as 30% (inflation adjusted) from Quarter 4 in 2019 to 
Quarter 4 of 2022. Restaurant visits in 2022 were down 12.2% compared to 2019, while grocery store 
visits increased 5% during the same period. Telehealth, an alternative to in-person healthcare, is double 
the pre-pandemic levels for Medicare recipients (Gilbert, et al., 2022).    

“Pre-pandemic data is now unreliable, or even obsolete in predicting new trends,” according to Seddik 
Cherif, Strategic Insights Manager at Google (2021, para 1). Examples from The Washington Post provide 
evidence to support this theory (Gilbert, et al., 2022).     

“The simplest predictive model is what happened yesterday,” Jeffrey Camm, a professor and associate 
dean of business analytics at Wake Forest University, posits. “That’s what we’re going to use to predict 
what’s going to happen today” (Camm, 2020). The pandemic changed the paradigm for utilizing 
historical data to the point where pre-pandemic data only provides value in certain, limited context (Ivy 
Professional School, 2022). Further, there is evidence the pandemic changed the dynamics of demand at 
this time. However, it is plausible the demand dynamics will revert to original values and patterns 
(Ahmed & Sarkodie, 2021).  

3.1.3. Peer Review 
It is always important to understand practices and the trends that result or occur. This project includes a 
brief peer review that considers an overview of national trends and practices along with a review of 
comparable agencies.  

The focus of the peer review is the demand response mode of service that reflects the Access Services 
model. The data analysis and comparisons in the review are based on calendar year data and quarterly 
data from two primary sources, the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) and the Florida 
Transit Information System (FTIS). These sources primarily use the National Transit Database (NTD) to 
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collect and compile data. These sources provide the calendar year data up through 2022 limiting the 
ability to analyze annual post-pandemic trends and patterns.   

The APTA ridership report calculates ridership based upon the number of unlinked passenger trips. The 
bar graph in Figure 5 shows the national annual ridership for the most recent 16 years.  

Figure 5 National Annual Ridership – Demand Response Model  

 

The national annual ridership does not reveal specific patterns or trends other than the significant 
decrease in ridership after the COVID-19 pandemic. The APTA also compiles national quarterly ridership 
data. Figure 6 displays the national quarterly ridership for the post-pandemic period.  
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Figure 6 National Quarterly Ridership – Demand Response Mode

 

The national quarterly ridership indicates a clear upward trend in the number of demand response 
passengers for the post-pandemic period. The trend analysis tool in Minitab Statistical Software (version 
21.4.2) was used to examine the national quarterly ridership. The analysis, shown in Appendix A-2: 
National Quarterly Ridership Trend Analysis, identified quadratic model as the best fit of a general trend 
model. The quadratic model is the same general model also identified as the best fit for Access Services 
scheduled trip demand. Access Services is experiencing a similar trend of increasing passenger trips as 
the national post-pandemic trend.    

The Florida Transit Information System (FTIS) uses a likeness score to identify similar transit agencies, 
peers. Population, service type, and percent demand response, are among the factors used for the 
calculations found in the Guide to FTIS Peer Selection, https://ftis.org/iNTD-Urban/quickguidev2.0.pdf. 
The FTIS Peer Selection tool helped identify six (6) peers1 of Access Services: 

● MTA New York City Transit, New York, NY (New York City) 
● Pace-Suburban Bus Division, ADA Paratransit Services, Arlington Heights, IL (Chicago) 
● City of Arlington, Arlington, TX (Arlington) 

 
1 All six peers have identical scores to Access Services of 1.0 for the “Percent Service Demand Response” in the FTIS 
Peer Selection tool. 

https://ftis.org/iNTD-Urban/quickguidev2.0.pdf
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● Greater Hartford Transit District, Hartford, CT (Hartford) 
● Greater New Haven Transit District, Hamden, CT (Hamden) 
● Senior Citizens United Community Services of Camden County, Inc., Audubon, NJ (Audubon) 

The Complete Monthly Ridership (with adjustments and estimates) report in the National Transit 
Database (NTD) was used to collect the annual ridership to compare Access Services with its peers. The 
annual ridership, passenger trips, are shown in Figure 7 for five (5) calendar years, 2018 through 2022. 

Figure 7 Peer Comparison – Annual Ridership 2018-2022 

 

Five of the six peers experienced a similar decline in annual ridership as Access Services at the onset of 
the pandemic. All peers experienced a similar increase in annual demand response ridership post-
pandemic except New York City.    

FTIS provides reports to compare peers on both efficiency and effectiveness measures. Table 3 shows 
the operating expense per passenger trip and the passenger trips per revenue hour for Access Services 
and its peers in 2022. 
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Table 3 Peer Comparison – Efficiency and Effectiveness 

 

A brief analysis of Table 3 indicates Access Services’ operating expenses are lower than the average of its 
peers2. Access Services’ passenger trips per revenue hour is greater than the median value of its peers 
indicating its effectiveness is on par with peers or better than the peers.  

3.1.4. Initial Analysis Summary – Scheduled Trip Demand 
The historical analysis reveals insights for the scheduled trip demand and paratransit ridership 
nationwide. The results provide guidance on the types of models to select, and the periods of data 
utilized to forecast these variables.  

The results document that there is a difference in trends for scheduled trip demand pre-pandemic and 
post-pandemic. The pandemic disrupted consumer behavior including paratransit trip requests. A 
review of the results of the historical analysis with Access Services validated the findings based on 
agency knowledge and experience with the day-to-day operations. 

The pre-pandemic data does not reflect current behavior; post-pandemic data captures the altered 
dynamics more accurately. Forecasting models need to use post-pandemic data to ensure relevance to 
the current economic, social, and environmental context and to generate projections. 

There is limited data available post-pandemic, 44 months for this project (April 2020 through November 
2023). There is uncertainty about whether, or when, pre-pandemic patterns will re-emerge. Models to 
forecast scheduled trip demand need to have the capacity to predict accurately, with a limited amount 
of historical data, and be able to respond quickly to changes given the anticipated uncertainty.   

3.2. Conceptual Models  
3.2.1. Overview of model selection 

There are several models that can be utilized to forecast the time series data of trip requests of the 
potential Access Services customers. There are several phenomena that data (particularly time series) 
can exhibit, and any model should take these phenomena into account including: 

- Trend, which occurs when the data has increasing or decreasing values as time progresses from 
one period to another, 

- Seasonality, which refers to recurring patterns that follow a regular and predictable interval, 
often associated with calendar seasons or other periodic occurrences. 

- Cyclicality, which encompasses fluctuations that occur over an extended duration, typically not 
as rigidly defined as seasonal patterns, and often are influenced by economic or external factors. 

 
2 The City of Arlington and New York City appear to be outliers for the operating expense per passenger trip, with 
the Arlington value significantly lower than peers and the New York City value significantly higher.   
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- Autocorrelation, which happens when the next value of data item is dependent on some 
previous data point, either an immediate predecessor or a predecessor with some lag (distance 
between related data items). 

Making a model from real data, to be able to predict the future behavior of the time series, is critical. 
Such a model should account for all mentioned phenomena.  Traditional models use statistical analysis 
in order to predict the model parameters, such that some measure of mean square error between the 
data and the model will be minimized. This will be explained in the section on linear regression.  From 
the linear regression, as the simplest model for time series prediction, many other models were 
developed in classical statistical analysis, and other models were developed utilizing neural network.  

Several methods were explored in order to provide a reliable estimate of data trends in the future for 
this project. In the literature Korstanje (2021) mentions some of them for univariate time series analysis: 

1. AR – autoregression 
2. MA – moving average 
3. ARMA – combination of autoregression and moving average 
4. ARIMA – adding differences to ARMA model 
5. SARIMA – adding seasonality to ARIMA 
6. SARIMAX – introducing additional, external variable(s) to SARIMA model 

In addition to these simple methods, advances in supervised machine learning in Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Deep Learning (DL), and others, developed methods 
such as Simple RNN with Gated Recurrent Units (GRU), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and DeepAR. 

Following is a description of three methods that were utilized to develop the trip request estimates: 
linear regression, ARIMA and LSTM. 

3.2.2. Linear regression 
Linear regression is the required content in the first college-level course on statistics and this section 
provides a brief overview (Montgomery & Runger, 2024). 

Given a data set {(yi, xi), for i = 1,… n} of n statistical units (data measurements), a linear regression can 
be represented as  

𝑌𝑌� =  𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑋𝑋 

Such that  

𝐸𝐸(𝑥𝑥) =  𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦\𝑥𝑥 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑥𝑥 

Actually, for every yi measured error of difference was introduced between the measured (real value) 
and calculated value:  

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀 

Where ε is random error (variable) with mean 0 (zero) and unknown variance σ 2. These errors 
correspond to the difference between real values and calculated values from the equation (see Figure 8 
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and Figure 9). The linear regression method calculates parameters β0 and β1 such that the error random 
variable has minimal variance, so called least square estimates. The formulas for those parameters, 
based on data values, can be found in any statistical handbook.  

Figure 8 Graph of Data Points and the Regression Line 

 

Figure 9  Deviation of the Data from the Estimated Regression Model (Montgomery & Runger, n.d.) 

 

Therefore, in its simplest form, one variable linear regression of a time series takes dependent variable yi 
recorded in a series of time points xi, and produces a line based on the data points, which minimizes 
deviations of calculated value 𝑦𝑦�i from actual values yi. This deviation can be linear (using absolute values 
of differences), square (squaring differences), or similar. By simple algebraic transformations, linear 
regression may also be used to model some other curves, like exponential y = aebx, logarithmic y = a * 
log x + b, or power curves, y = a * bx.  

It is obvious that the simple linear regression cannot detect many phenomena mentioned above in the 
data; it is good for detecting only trends. Therefore, other advanced statistical models have been 
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developed to address those phenomena, some mentioned above, and some that are described in the 
next two sections. 

3.2.3. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 
Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) is a method for the time series analysis that can 
handle both stationary and non-stationary time series by introducing a differencing step to a non-
stationary series, and addresses seasonality by seasonal differencing. It is the most extended classical 
statistical analysis model to obtain forecasts from time series data. It combines (see Figure 10) 
autoregression (AR) in order to look at past observations and moving averages (MA) to minimize the 
error terms, and differencing (or integration) for handling changes in data patterns. ARIMA is built into 
most statistical software and provides several methods for specifying execution parameters; the 
software also provides the method to forecast with Best ARIMA model which automatically selects the 
best model from a set of candidates. The forecasts using ARIMA model are calculated recursively, using 
the developed model and parameter estimates.  

Figure 10 The Elements of ARIMA Model 

 

3.2.4. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Model 
LSTM model is the type of recurrent neural network model that was developed by Hochreiter and 
Schmidhuber (1997) to address the problem of vanishing gradient in traditional RNN models, which 
were sensitive to the gap length when modeling seasonal data. LSTM model, like other neural network 
models, consists of one input layer, several internal (hidden) layers, and one output layer, as shown in 
the example on Figure 11 (Surakhi et al., 2021). The LSTM builds its neuronal units as sets of cells, 
controlled by input gates, output gates, and forget gates all built with appropriate sigmoid functions (see 
Figure 12, Calzone, 2022). The cell remembers values over any time intervals, while gates regulate the 
flow of information into the cell and from the cell to other cells. The forget gates are responsible for a 
decision if the information from a previous state will be forgotten or not. All these selections allow the 
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LSTM model to maintain long-term dependencies while propagating short-term variations between 
consecutive states.    

Figure 11 Layered Architecture of the LSTM Model (Surakhi et al., 2021) 

 

Figure 12 The Structure of the LSTM Cell with Three Gates: Input Gate, Forget Gate, and Output Gate 
(Calzone, 2022) 
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The dynamics of an LSTM cell can be described by the following equations, from Bedi and Toshniwal 
(2019) and Bordoni and Giagu (2023): 

𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎�𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 + ℎ𝑡𝑡−1𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖� 

𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎�𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓 + ℎ𝑡𝑡−1𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓� 

𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 =  𝜎𝜎�𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑈𝑜𝑜 +  ℎ{𝑡𝑡−1}𝑊𝑊
𝑜𝑜 � 

�̃�𝑐 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇ℎ �𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑈𝑔𝑔 + ℎ{𝑡𝑡−1}𝑊𝑊
𝑔𝑔 � 

𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 =  𝜎𝜎�𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 ⊗ 𝑐𝑐{𝑡𝑡−1} ⊕ 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 ⊗\𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡{𝑐𝑐}𝑡𝑡�  

ℎ𝑡𝑡 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇ℎ(𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡)⊗𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 

Where  

xt is the input vector at time step t, 

ht is the output vector at time step t, 

ct is the cell state vector at time step t, 

c~ is a candidate cell state that is computed based on the current input and the previous hidden state, 

U is the weight matrix that connects the inputs to the hidden layer, 

W is the recurrent connection between the previously hidden layer and current hidden layer, 

it, ft, and ot are the input gate, forget gate, and output gate vectors respectively. 

Input to the LSTM model is a time series data set (for this project actual trip requests from the past, 
either monthly or daily), which is used for both training of the model and its testing to minimize the 
statistical errors. Usually 70-80% of the data set is used for training, while the remaining 20-30% is used 
for testing of the model. Once an appropriate model is obtained through training and testing, it is used 
to predict the future data in the continuation of the time series. 

Python Libraries was employed to perform LSTM model utilizing the LSTM model three stages:  

Transformation, which is the preparation of the data set for the LSTM model that first removes trend in 
the data (detrending), then removes seasonality, and finally normalizes the data into the range of 
(0,…1), which is suitable for the next stage, forecasting. 

Forecasting, is the essence of the LSTM Recurrent Neural Net learning model with specifying necessary 
parameters for the model, such as number of epochs, lag specification (layers in the model), and 
number of units (cells in the model). 

Revert, which is the last phase used to revert the normalized data (in testing and in the prediction) to 
actual values and to reintroduce trend and seasonality into predicted values. 
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The model is trained and tested on real data (past observations) and then used to predict time series 
into the future periods.  

For the trained and tested models, daily and monthly data are utilized to make the LSTM model of trip 
requests, as will be explained later.  

3.3. Tests and Results – Scheduled Trip Demand 
Several models were tested to evaluate the results and select the model(s) with the best likelihood to 
produce accurate forecasts. Common practice in data science is to separate historical data into three (3) 
data sets shown in Figure 13. The data is split, in chronological sequence for time series data sets, with 
the first 70% designated for training, 10% allocated for validation, and the remaining 20% set aside for 
testing.     

Figure 13 Training Validation Testing Model 

 

* Image credit to Analytics Yogi, https://vitalflux.com/hold-out-method-for-training-machine-learning-model/  

The historical analysis reveals the need to utilize post-pandemic data to reflect current trends most 
accurately. There is a limited amount of post-pandemic data available, especially considering potential 
seasonality and day-to-day variation. The hold-out method is common practice in data science and 
machine learning when there is too little data to break it into three (3) traditional sets. Figure 14 
provides a visual representation of the hold-out method. 

Figure 14 The Hold-Out Method Data Sets 

 

 * Image credit to Analytics Yogi, https://vitalflux.com/hold-out-method-for-training-machine-learning-model/ 

https://vitalflux.com/hold-out-method-for-training-machine-learning-model/
https://vitalflux.com/hold-out-method-for-training-machine-learning-model/
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For the hold-out method, the data is grouped into the training set (70%) and the test set (30%) in 
chronological sequence for time series data. The training set is used to create the model. The test set is 
compared to the results of the model trained on the training data set to evaluate the model 
performance.   

3.3.1. Training and Testing – Scheduled Trip Demand 
The initial training and testing were conducted with monthly scheduled trip demand, the number of trip 
requests, from April 2020 through August 2023. The training data consisted of 31 months (April 2020 
through October 2022), approximately 76% of the available data. The testing data set consisted of 10 
months (November 2022 through August 2023). Variations of three models were tested: Linear 
Regression, ARIMA, and LSTM. 

The LSTM model with parameters of 18 lags (layers), 36 units (cells), and 200 epochs provided better 
accuracy than ARIMA and Linear Regression for the testing period. The comparison of the LSTM model 
using monthly data to the actual data and the previous forecast is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 LSTM Model - Monthly Data Comparison 

 

The LSTM model, utilizing monthly data, outperformed previous forecasts by more than 105,000 trip 
requests for the sum of the testing data, however, it still presented a negative bias. In other words, the 
projected values were regularly lower than the actual (observed) values. The negative bias is a limitation 
when budgeting for scheduled trip demand because the budget does not fulfill actual need. 

To improve the accuracy of the forecast of scheduled trip demand, the analysis shifted to the number of 
daily trip requests recorded from January 1, 2021, through October 31, 2023. The change in 
measurement increased the size of the data set 2,422%, from 41 data points (historical observations) to 
1,034. The training data set, January 1, 2021, through July 31, 2023, was 91% of the data while the 
testing data set, August 31, 2023, through October 31, 2023, was 9% of the data set. Several parameters 
of the LSTM model were tested, resulting in the discovery of a model with 28 lags, 30 units, and 200 
epochs, which provided the best accuracy.  

The results of the LSTM model were compiled into monthly forecasts and compared to the actual 
observations along with the previous forecasts. Table 5 showcases the results and comparisons. 
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Table 5 LSTM Model - Daily Data Comparison 

 

The LSTM model for daily data outperformed the LSTM model for monthly data with an overall absolute 
percentage error of 0.13% compared to 1.07%. Essentially the daily data proved to be 88% more 
accurate for the LSTM model than monthly data when comparing the overall deviation (difference) from 
the overall actual observations, in alignment with how Access Services performs a budget comparison. 
The LSTM model utilizing the daily number of trips predicted the actual (observed) number of trip 
requests within 1,412 requests of the total while previous forecasts projected a deficit of 77,621 too few 
requests. Projections from the LSTM model are seven (7) times more accurate than previous forecasts in 
initial tests.   

Based on these results, the LSTM model, utilizing the daily number of trip requests with parameters of 
28 lags, 30 units, and 200 epochs, was selected to forecast scheduled trip demand.         

3.3.2. Test Results Summary – Scheduled Trip Demand 
Testing of several potential forecasting models led to findings including: 

● The LSTM model produces the most accurate projections for scheduled trip demand. 
● Previous forecasts had a tendency to under forecast, a negative bias, for scheduled trip demand.  
● Previous forecasts were deficient and resulted in significant practical error for scheduled trip 

demand. 

The findings were shared with Access Services in a virtual meeting, where the discoveries were validated 
and confirmed. Then projections were developed for Fiscal Years 2025 through 2034 using the LSTM 
model for scheduled trip demand.  

Scheduled trip demand forecasts are based upon the historical trip requests made post-pandemic, from 
January 2021 through October 2023. The limited amount of historical data creates a predicament for the 
deliverable requested by Access Services. Essentially, the analysts are attempting to forecast ten years 
of scheduled trip demand with less than three full years of historical post-pandemic data. The LSTM 
model is a deep learning, recurrent neural network capable of learning the patterns of trip requests and 
projecting the demand for this uncertain situation.       

3.4. Methodology 
The LSTM model utilizes historical data to pass through the remember and forget gates to the learn 
patterns. The model is physically limited to the number of periods it can project into the future based 
upon the amount of data available to pass through these gates. Two separate phases, short-term and 
long-term, were utilized to address the lack of historical data and limitations of the model.    
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3.4.1. Short-Term 
The short-term forecast is defined as the next five (5) fiscal years. The short-term forecast is most critical 
to ensure the budget and operational resources are in place for Access Services to deliver its services to 
eligible riders.   

The LSTM model produced over two and a half Fiscal Years of forecasts using historical daily trip 
requests from January 1, 2021, through October 31, 2023. The daily forecasts were aggregated to 
calculate the monthly scheduled trip demand. Forecasts for the remainder of Fiscal Year 2024, along 
with projections for Fiscal Years 2025 and 2026, were based solely on historical, post-pandemic, trip 
requests.  

The LSTM model reached its limit using historical trip requests after Fiscal Year 2026. A data set 
comprised of historical daily trip requests from January 1, 2021, through October 31, 2023, and trip 
request forecasts for November 1, 2023, through June 30, 2026, were utilized to create projections for 
Fiscal Years 2027 through 2031. 

Various parameters for the LSTM model were tested using data combined with historical data and 
forecasted. The results were compared to previous forecasts utilized by Access Services for Fiscal Years 
2027 through 2031. The LSTM model projections ranged from 15.18% to 21.77% greater than Access 
Services’ previous forecasts. The parameters of seven (7) lags, 30 units, and 200 epochs were selected to 
create projections 15.18% greater than the previous forecasts, which addresses the issue of previous 
forecasts being too low, with a negative bias.   

The LSTM model reached its limit again in terms of having enough data to forecast for Fiscal Years 2032 
through 2034. A data set comprised of historical daily trip requests from January 1, 2021, through 
October 31, 2023, and trip request forecasts for November 1, 2023, through June 30, 2031, were used to 
create projections for Fiscal Years 2032 through 2034. This model and data set resulted in a slightly 
downward trend in scheduled trip demand. The result is likely a weakness of the use of the quadratic 
trend in the LSTM model. It is important to note that neither the historical analysis of scheduled trip 
demand pre-pandemic, nor post-pandemic, suggest a downward trend. The methodology for the short-
term provided seven (7) full fiscal years of forecasts, extending into the long-term period. A different 
approach was needed to address the projections for later fiscal years.  

3.4.2. Long-Term 
Models with a different data set were evaluated to address the slightly downward trend in scheduled 
trip demand projections produced by the LSTM model using post-pandemic historical and forecasted 
data. For these models, historical monthly trip request data prior to the pandemic, from January 2010 
through February 2020 were utilized.  

Short-term forecasts for September 2029 through June 2031 were used as a baseline to evaluate the 
accuracy of long-term models compared to models with pre-pandemic historical data. The time series 
plot in Figure 15 shows the performance of the LSTM model and the linear regression models using the 
monthly pre pandemic historical data set compared to short term projections. The results of both 
models are greater than the short-term projections, with the linear regression being the closest.  
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Figure 15 Pre-Pandemic Data Set Model Comparison 

 

The average distance between the short-term projections and the Linear Regression model with pre-
pandemic data is 50,527 trip requests per month. This distance equates to an average absolute 
percentage error of 9.5%. A hybrid approach was developed to address this error between the baseline 
LSTM model and the Linear Regression model with pre-pandemic data to adjust the forecast trend for 
Fiscal Years 2032 through 2034.     

The average number of trip requests from each model, the baseline LSTM model, and the Linear 
Regression model with pre-pandemic data, were calculated to create a hybrid model to forecast Fiscal 
Years 2032 through 2034. For example, the short-term LSTM model projected 6,431,822 trip requests in 
Fiscal Year 2032, while the Linear Regression model with pre-pandemic data forecasted 7,353,629 trip 
requests. The average of these two data points is 6,892,726 trip requests, which is the forecast for Fiscal 
Year 2032. The hybrid model preserves the approach of utilizing post-pandemic data to forecast 
scheduled trip demand while preventing the unlikely downward trend in projections.    

3.5. Forecasting Assumptions and Risk Analysis – Scheduled Trip Demand 
There are different approaches to evaluate risk for the results of forecasting models. The Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) model provides the best overall forecasts of scheduled trip demand in the testing 
phase. Predictors used to evaluate the error of the model during this phase include the Mean Average 
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Deviation (MAD), Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE), and the Mean Squared Error (MSE). 
Definitions and formulas for these metrics are shown in Appendix A-1: Definitions. 

The value of the error is an inverse relationship with the accuracy of the model. The lower the value of 
the result of the error formula, the greater the accuracy of the model. 

The LSTM Model, using the daily number of trip requests, exhibited high accuracy in the testing phase as 
indicated by the error measures in Table 3. Forecasts from this model are compiled into monthly 
projections or trip requests. Of note, the MAPE provides a gauge of the relative accuracy, which means 
projections were within 0.93% of the actual observations in the testing phase. Previous forecasts were 
substantially less accurate with a MAPE of 7.31% in the testing phase.  

The MAD measures the practical accuracy of the predictions. The LSTM model experienced an MAD of 
3,260 in the testing phase, meaning the average error was 3,260 trip requests per month. This equates 
to a potential error of 39,120 trip requests per year or about one tenth the average error from prior 
forecasts. The MAD for the previous forecast in the testing phase was 25,874 per month, and an error of 
310,488 trips per year.    

The forecasted values of the LSTM model are subject to error; however, this error is relatively minimal. 
The projections provide significantly better accuracy than previous forecasts. The error could have a 
slight negative bias, meaning the actual observed values could be greater than the forecasted values. 

3.5.1. Assumptions – Scheduled Trip Demand 
Projections for scheduled trip demand have inherent uncertainty, which is typical of any predictions. The 
forecasted values one (1), five (5), and ten (10) fiscal years into the future are greater than the most 
recently completed fiscal year, 2023 (3,605,481). Two factors explain the feasibility of these projections 
and the possibility of actual observations reaching these values. 

The first factor to explain the feasibility of forecasted values is the linear trend analysis of pre-pandemic 
trip requests, January 2010 through February 2020. The analysis creates forecasted values greater than 
the scheduled demand projections from the model as shown in Figure 15. In some ways, this serves as a 
reference for the expected increase in scheduled trip demand. If the COVID-19 pandemic had not 
occurred, then it is plausible Access Services could have observed actual numbers of trip requests of this 
magnitude, greater than the forecasted values herein.    

Secondly, Access Services is experiencing an increase in the number of unique riders each month as 
shown in Appendix A-5: Analysis of Unique Riders. This trend suggests more eligible riders are 
requesting trips, which leads to an increase in scheduled trip demand. 

3.5.2. Scheduled Trip Cancellation Risk 
Scheduled trip demand reflects the number of trip requests from eligible riders. As with any reservation 
or appointment, there are cancellations by the rider and rider no-shows. An analysis of the number of 
trip requests, scheduled trip demand, provides guidance to Access Services for translating the scheduled 
trip demand into the number of completed trips.  

The completed trip analysis uses monthly data for the period from January 2021 through October 2023. 
The completed trip ratio is the number of completed trips divided by the number of scheduled trips (trip 
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requests) during the month. This ratio is the percentage (%) complete. The analysis shown in Figure 16 
shows the descriptive statistics along with a histogram that visually represents the amount of variation 
typically experienced in the ratio. 

Figure 16 Completed Trip Ratio Statistical Analysis 

 
 

The analysis illustrates the average completed trip ratio is 80.21%. In other words, scheduled trips are 
completed 80.21% of the time. The analysis also shows the completed trip ratio is normally distributed. 
A second normality test, the Ryan-Joiner, was performed to confirm this data is normally distributed. 
There is 95% confidence that the average completed trip ratio is between 79.75% and 80.77%.   

The histogram in Figure 16 also displays the variation of the completed trip ratio from month to month. 
The ratio ranges from 76.95% to 83.18%. While it experiences slight fluctuation month to month, the 
ratio of completed trips is relatively constant based on it being normally distributed and as shown in the 
time series graph in Figure 17.   
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Figure 17 Time Series Plot – Completed Trip Ratio 

 
 
The scheduled trip demand forecast, along with the completed trip ratio analysis, provides Access 
Services with insight for planning budgets and operational resources along with confident long-range 
planning for the next ten (10) fiscal years. 

3.6. Conclusion and Next Steps – Scheduled Trip Demand 
The initial analysis of the scheduled trip demand reveals essential insight into current trends. The trend 
is significantly different after the COVID-19 pandemic than the trend prior to the pandemic. Forecasting 
models need to utilize post-pandemic historical data for projections to reflect current trends. 

Training and testing of several forecasting models led to the selection of the models that best fit current 
trends for the scheduled trip demand. The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model best fits the 
scheduled trip demand for the next seven (7) calendar years. Testing results demonstrate LSTM 
performed better than previous forecasts in the testing phase and is likely to outperform previous 
forecasts.  

Due to the limited amount of post-pandemic historical data and the use of a quadratic trend in the 
forecasting model, a hybrid approach between the LSTM model and linear regression of pre-pandemic 
data were used to forecast scheduled trip demand for Fiscal Years 2032 through 2034.  
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An analysis of the completed trip ratio, the percentage of scheduled trips completed, is stable with an 
average value of 80.21%.    

The national trend exhibits increasing demand response trips as discovered in the peer review for this 
project. The trend indicates Access Services’ scheduled trip demand will increase in the future, 
supporting the projections provided in this report.      

The accuracy of projections for scheduled trip demand during the next iteration of forecasting is 
expected to further improve as additional data becomes available. These projections are currently based 
on historical daily trip requests from January 2021 through October 2023. The number of observations 
of historical daily trip requests will increase 35% by October 2024. This increase creates both additional 
training and testing data, which will enhance confidence and accuracy in the projection model.  

Other steps to improve the accuracy of projections for scheduled trip demand during the next iteration 
involves incorporating detrending methods such as Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) in the LSTM 
forecasting model as well as transformers. EMD provides both detrending and feature construction to 
better address underlying patterns and capture essential characteristics that improve forecasting 
accuracy. Transformers strengthen the LSTM model by further differentiating the importance of past 
observations and focus attention on more relevant observations to improve forecasting accuracy.    

Next steps include considering additional forecasting and machine learning models and testing them as 
appropriate. The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model selected to develop schedule trip demand is 
univariate time series forecasting. This means the only factors considered in the model of eligible rider 
behavior are the dependent variable, number of trip requests, and the time.  

The LSTM model also has the capability for multivariate time series forecasting, which means 
independent variables and their effect on the number of trip requests are considered. Examples of other 
independent variables that could be included in a multivariate LSTM model include the unemployment 
rate, fuel prices, population, and more. This model will be considered based upon the performance of 
the univariate model along with an initial analysis of other independent variables.      

The Meta (Facebook) Prophet model is a modular regression model for forecasting with features such as 
the ability to model multiple seasonalities and the ability to identify changepoints, when a change 
occurs in the data (Taylor, 2017). There are options to choose the growth function (linear, logistic, flat) 
in the Prophet model as well as a function to handle drastic changes in values for holidays and events 
(Taylor, 2017). The Prophet model will be considered based upon the performance of the LSTM 
univariate forecasting model along with an initial analysis of other independent variables.  

Additional forecasting models to be evaluated and considered include the Time-Series Foundation 
Model developed by Google for the scheduled trip demand.  

Monitoring of the demand dynamics on future iterations will continue to determine if the data sets 
revert to pre-pandemic values and patterns.  
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4. New Applicants 
4.1. Initial Analysis – New Applicants 

Patterns of the past help plan for the uncertainty of the future. Essential factors that provide insight 
about the paratransit needs in Los Angeles County, California, include the number of new applicants for 
paratransit service. A study on the COVID-19 pandemic, shown in Section 3.1.2, provides further insight. 
A review of peer paratransit services, shown in Section 3.1.3, also provides an opportunity for insights 
on services in other regions of the country.  

The focus of the initial analysis includes a historical analysis on the number of new applicants for 
paratransit service, a brief evaluation of the global pandemic effect, and peer review. Together, the 
historical analysis, pandemic evaluation, and peer review provide direction for the types of forecasting 
models and the variables to include (exclude), consider and evaluate.  

4.1.1. Historical Analysis – New Applicants 
The examination of evidence from the past helps form a more coherent story. The focus of this 
examination includes an analysis of events in time series to identify patterns, trends, and changes over 
time. The analysis identifies the presence of (or lack of) seasonal patterns, cyclical patterns, stationarity, 
and autocorrelation along with trends. These components are key for model identification and selection.  

Access Services needs to understand the number of eligible customers to develop an accurate, effective 
budget and plan future fiscal year(s). The historical analysis includes the number of new applicants.       

The initial data for the historical analysis of new applicants to become eligible customers for Access 
Services includes the number of new applicants, from July 2004 through November 2023. The data file 
provided to Hollingworth Consulting included a count of certification evaluations (new applicants) per 
month for each service region3. Visualization was the first step to begin to understand this variable. The 
time series plot for monthly new applicants is shown below in Figure 18.  

  

 
3 Recertification evaluations were excluded since these are for existing eligible riders.  
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Figure 18 Monthly New Applicants Time Series Plot 

 
 
The time series plot reveals several fluctuations with upward and downward shifts during the twenty 
(20) year period. These shifts are as numerous as 3,000 new applicants in a month. There is a large 
downward shift from February 2020 to June 2020, with 73% fewer new applicants (1,119) in just five (5) 
months. There is an upward shift beginning in July 2020 continuing through November 2023. The 
sudden, drastic change from a downward shift to an upward shift suggests a new or different trend. 

Due to the significant historical shifts in the number of new applicants, there was further study of the 
time after the pandemic began, a span of 44 months. The post-pandemic data was compared to the 
historical number of new applicants for the same time span prior to the pandemic. Figure 19 shows the 
pre-pandemic number of new applicants on the left and the post-pandemic applicant numbers on the 
right.   
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Figure 19 Monthly New Applicants Time Series Plot Pre and Post-pandemic 

 

 
 

Visual inspection of Figure 19 reveals the number of new applicants appeared to be decreasing during 
the 44 months leading up to the pandemic, while the number of applicants appears to be increasing 
after the pandemic. The trend analysis tool in Minitab Statistical Software (version 21.4.2) was used to 
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examine the number of monthly new applicants as was done for the historical analysis of scheduled trip 
demand.  

The quadratic model is the best fit of a general trend model for the monthly number of new applicants 
before the pandemic as shown in Figure 20. The quadratic model scored a lower MAPE, MAD, and MSD 
than the linear and the exponential growth (or decay) models for this data set4 as shown in Table 6. 

Figure 20 Trend Analysis of New Applicants – Pre-Pandemic 

 
 

Table 6 Pre-Pandemic New Applicants Trend Model Scores 

 

The S-curve model is the best fit of a general trend model for the monthly number of new applicants in 
the 44 months pre-pandemic as shown in Figure 21. The S-curve model scored a lower MAPE, MAD, and 
MSD than the linear, exponential growth (or decay), and quadratic models for this data set as shown in 
Table 7. 

 
4 The tool utilized for trend analysis could not fit the data to an S-curve model.  
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Figure 21 Trend Analysis of New Applicants – 44 Months Pre-Pandemic 

 
 

Table 7 44 months Pre-Pandemic New Applicants Trend Model Scores 

 

The quadratic model is the best fit of a general trend model for the monthly number of new applicants 
post-pandemic as shown in Figure 22. The quadratic model scored a lower MAPE, MAD, and MSD than 
the linear, exponential growth (or decay), and S-curve models for this data set as shown in Table 8. 
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Figure 22 Trend Analysis of New Applicants – Post-Pandemic 

 
 

Table 8 Post-Pandemic New Applicant Trend Model Scores 

 

The trend analysis indicates that there is a clear difference between the trends prior to the pandemic to 
that of the trends after the pandemic. The equations for the trend models in Figure 20, Figure 21, and 
Figure 22 are all mathematically different. The best fit of a general trend model for the number of new 
applicants post-pandemic is a quadratic model while the best fit for the equivalent period prior to the 
pandemic is a different model, the S-curve. The mathematical equations validate that there is a 
difference between the trends prior to the pandemic to that of the trends after the pandemic.    

The historical data for new applicants is based upon the number of monthly evaluations for 
certifications. Forecasts for the number of new applicants provide Access Services with the knowledge 
to plan budgets and operational resources necessary to perform certification evaluations. The 
projections also reveal the potential impact on future scheduled trip demand. 
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4.1.2. Initial Analysis Summary – New Applicants 
The historical analysis reveals insights into the number of new applicants for paratransit service and 
paratransit ridership nationwide. The results provide guidance on the types of models to select, and the 
periods of data utilized to forecast these variables.  

The results document that there is a difference in trends for the number of new applicants pre-
pandemic and post-pandemic. The pandemic disrupted consumer behavior including the number of new 
applicants. A review of the results of the historical analysis with Access Services validated the findings 
based on agency knowledge and experience with the day-to-day operations. 

The pre-pandemic data does not reflect current behavior; post-pandemic data captures the altered 
dynamics more accurately. Forecasting models need to use post-pandemic data to ensure relevance to 
the current economic, social, and environmental context and to generate projections. 

There is limited data available post-pandemic, 44 months for this project (April 2020 through November 
2023). There is uncertainty about whether, or when, pre-pandemic patterns will re-emerge. Models to 
forecast scheduled trip demand and the number of new applicants need to have the capacity to predict 
accurately, with a limited amount of historical data, and be able to respond quickly to changes given the 
anticipated uncertainty. 

4.2. Tests and Results – New Applicants  
Forecasting models such as linear regression, ARIMA, and LSTM discussed in Section 3.2 were 
considered for the number of new applicants. The hold-out method discussed in Section 3.3, Figure 14, 
was used to train and test models to forecast the number of new applicants.   

4.2.1. Training and Testing – New Applicants 
The historical analysis reveals the need to utilize post-pandemic data to reflect current trends most 
accurately. There is a limited amount of post-pandemic data available, especially considering potential 
seasonality and day-to-day variation.  

The initial training and testing were conducted for the number of new applicants with monthly historical 
data from April 2020 through November 2023. With the limited number of post-pandemic data points, 
the training set consisted of April 2020 through November 2022 and the testing set included December 
2022 through November 2023. The training set included 72% of the data set while the testing set 
included the remaining 28%. Variations of three models were tested: Linear Regression, ARIMA, and 
LSTM.  

The post-pandemic data for the monthly number of new applicants is normally distributed as shown in 
Appendix A-3: Normality Test Results – Post-pandemic New Applicants. This indicates this data set can 
be used directly in ARIMA and Linear Regression without the need for a technique such as a Box-Cox 
Transformation to convert it to the shape of a normal distribution.  

An ARIMA model and an LSTM model created the most accurate results of the models tested. The 
parameters for the ARIMA model, with the most accurate test results, were a differencing value of 2, an 
autoregressive term (lags) value of 1, and a moving average term (lags of the forecast errors) value of 1. 
Both terms in the model, autoregressive and moving average, meet assumptions and fit the data well as 
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indicated by the hypothesis testing results shown in Appendix A-4: ARIMA Model Parameters – Results 
and Analysis. Test results also show the residuals are independent, validating the selection of the model 
parameters.   

The forecast testing results are shown in Table 9. The parameters for the LSTM model with the most 
accurate test results were four (4) lags, 30 units, and 200 epochs.    

Table 9 New Applicant Model Testing Results 

 

The LSTM model predicts the month-to-month variation of new applicants better than the ARIMA model 
with the lower MAPE and MSE shown in Table 9. One limitation of the LSTM model is the lack of ability 
to forecast ten (10) fiscal years using solely historical data due to the limited number of post-pandemic 
data points.    

The deliverable of this forecasting project is projections for Fiscal Years 2025 through 2034 of the 
number of new applicants per year, a composite of the monthly data, which reduces the emphasis on 
understanding the month-to-month variation. The ARIMA model predicts the overall composite testing 
period better than the LSTM model. The ARIMA model forecasts Fiscal Years 2025 through 2034 using 
solely historical data. The ARIMA model is also linear and less susceptible to the risk of a negative bias 
over the period of ten fiscal years. 

4.2.2. Test Results Summary – New Applicants 
Testing of several potential forecasting models led to finding the ARIMA model is the best fit for the new 
applicant data. The finding was shared with Access Services in a virtual meeting, where the discoveries 
were validated and confirmed. Then projections were developed for Fiscal Years 2025 through 2034 
using the ARIMA model for new applicants.    

4.3. Forecasting Assumptions and Risk Analysis – New Applicants 
The ARIMA model used to forecast the number of new applicants calculates upper and lower limits for 
the projected values. These limits form an interval of confidence the actual observations will fit within 
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during the specific period. The monthly forecast of new applicants along with the upper and lower limits 
for the 95% confidence interval is shown in Figure 23.    

Figure 23 Monthly New Applicant 95% Confidence Intervals 

 

The 95% confidence interval provides significantly more certainty than a 90% confidence interval used in 
previous forecasts, however the interval results in a much larger range between the upper and lower 
limits to accommodate the sureness. Due to the proximity of the forecast of monthly new applicants to 
the value of zero, and the wide range to accommodate the 95% confidence interval, the lower limit 
results in negative values beginning in June 2025. There are no observed number of monthly new 
applicants with a negative number, hence the lower limit was adjusted to zero beginning in June 2025 
since a negative value is not possible.         

4.4. Conclusion and Next Steps – New Applicants 
The initial analysis of the number of new applicants reveals essential insight into current trends. The 
trend is significantly different after the COVID-19 pandemic than the trend prior to the pandemic. 
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Forecasting models need to utilize post-pandemic historical data for projections to reflect current 
trends. 

Training and testing of several forecasting models led to the selection of the models that best fit current 
trends for the number of new applicants. The ARIMA model best fits the number of new applicants.   

The accuracy of projections for the number of new applicants during the next iteration of forecasting is 
expected to further improve. These projections are currently based on historical monthly number of 
new applicants from April 2020 through November 2023. The number of observations of historical 
monthly number of new applicants will increase 27% by November 2024. This increase creates both 
additional training and testing data, which will enhance confidence and accuracy in the projection 
model.  

Other steps to improve the accuracy of projections for the number of new applicants during the next 
iteration involve further testing of other forecasting models such as LSTM. Testing the LSTM model will 
incorporate detrending methods such as Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) as well as transformers.    

Next steps include considering additional forecasting and machine learning models and testing them as 
appropriate. The ARIMA model selected to develop projections for the number of new applicants is 
univariate time series forecasting. This means the only factors considered in the model of eligible rider 
behavior are the dependent variable, number of trip requests, and the time.  

The LSTM model also has the capability for multivariate time series forecasting, which means 
independent variables and their effect on the number of trip requests are considered. Examples of other 
independent variables that could be included in a multivariate LSTM model include the unemployment 
rate, fuel prices, population, and more. This model will be considered based upon the performance of 
the ARIMA model along with an initial analysis of other independent variables.      

The Meta (Facebook) Prophet model is a modular regression model with features such as the ability to 
model multiple seasonalities and the ability to identify changepoints, when a change occurs in the data 
(Taylor, 2017). There are options to choose the growth function (linear, logistic, flat) in the Prophet 
model as well as a function to handle drastic changes in values for holidays and events (Taylor, 2017). 
The Prophet model will be considered based upon the performance of the ARIMA univariate model 
along with an initial analysis of other independent variables.  

Additional models to be evaluated and considered include the Koopman Filter for predicting the number 
of new applicants.  

Monitoring of the demand dynamics on future iterations will continue to determine if the data sets 
revert to pre-pandemic values and patterns. 
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5. Scheduled Trip Demand Forecasts 
Access Services uses scheduled trip demand to plan budgets and operations for upcoming fiscal years. 
Table 10 shows the monthly forecasts through Fiscal Year 2025.   

Table 10 Scheduled Trip Demand Monthly Forecast - Fiscal Years 2024 through 2025 

 

* Actual Scheduled Trips (Trip Requests)  
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Access Services uses ten (10) year projections for scheduled trip demand for long-range planning 
activities such as strategic planning, capital purchase planning, and other operational decisions. The 
scheduled trip demand annual forecasts through Fiscal Year 2034 are shown in Table 11. 

Table 11 Scheduled Trip Demand Annual Forecast - Fiscal Years 2024 through 2034 

 

* Actual Scheduled Trips (Trip Requests)       
** Projections Include Actual Scheduled Trips (Trip Requests) through October 31, 2023   
    
Scheduled trip demand has a positive trend as the demand increases from one fiscal year to the next. 
The percentage increase (or decrease) for the scheduled trip demand from one year to the next are 
shown in Table 12. 

Table 12 Scheduled Trip Demand Annual Forecast % Increase (Decrease) From Prior Year 
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6. New Applicant Forecasts 
Projections for the annual number of new applicants are shown in Table 13. These projections include 
ten (10) fiscal years from Fiscal Year 2025 through 2034. It should be noted that projections include the 
remainder of Fiscal Year 2024.  

Table 13 New Applicant Annual Forecast - Fiscal Years 2024 through 2034 

 

* Actual New Applicants      
** Projections Include Actual New Applicants through November 30, 2023 
 
The annual number of new applicants has a positive trend as the demand increases from one fiscal year 
to the next. The percentage increase (or decrease) for the number of new applicants from one year to 
the next are shown in Table 14. 

Table 14 New Applicant Annual Forecast % Increase (Decrease) From Prior Year 

 
The mean average annual increase in the projected number of new applicants is 6.6%. 
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8. Appendix A 
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8.1. Appendix A-1: Definitions 
 

Dependent variable A Dependent variable is what happens as a result of the independent variable. In 
other words, a variable (often denoted by y) whose value depends on that of another. 

Exponential Growth Trend A time series where values increase by a consistent relative rate (eg. 10% per 
year on previous year value) 

Generalized linear model (GLM) flexible generalization of ordinary linear regression. The GLM 
generalizes linear regression by allowing the linear model to be related to the response variable via a 
link function and by allowing the magnitude of the variance of each measurement to be a function of its 
predicted value. 

Independent Variable variables that stand on their own and aren't affected by anything that you do. A 
variable (often denoted by x) whose variation does not depend on that of another.  

For example, the weather (rain, snow, temperature, etc.) is independent of fares. Regardless of any 
increases or decreases in the fare, the temperature will not be affected.  

Intercept the distance from the origin to a point where a graph crosses a y coordinate axis. 

Lags number of layers in an LSTM model. 

Linear regression linear approach for modeling the relationship between a scalar response and one or 
more explanatory variables (also known as dependent and independent variables). The case of one 
explanatory variable is called simple linear regression. 

Linear Trend A time series where each data point increases (decreases) by a consistent value and forms 
a straight line. 

Mean absolute deviation (MAD) the absolute difference between the observed and forecasted values.  

 

Mean absolute percent error (MAPE) average error for the absolute difference between the observed 
and forecasted values. 

 

 

 

Mean squared error (MSD) the average squared difference between the observed and forecasted 
values. 
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Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) extends the analysis of variance to cover cases where 
there is more than one dependent variable to be analyzed simultaneously; see also Multivariate analysis 
of covariance (MANCOVA). 

Multivariate regression attempts to determine a formula that can describe how elements in a vector of 
variables respond simultaneously to changes in others. For linear relations, regression analyses here are 
based on forms of the general linear model. Some suggest that multivariate regression is distinct from 
multivariable regression, however, that is debated and not consistently true across scientific fields. 

Polynomial equation an equation comprised of variables, exponents, and coefficients. The degree of the 
equation is the value of the largest exponent. 

Polynomial regression form of regression analysis in which the relationship between the independent 
variable x and the dependent variable y is modeled as an nth degree polynomial in x. 

Quadratic Trend A time series where values increase (decrease) at a rate that is not constant. 

S-Curve (Pearl-Reed Logistic) Trend A time series where values increase exponentially until the 
saturation causes growth to switch to a linear trend and growth stops at maturity. 

Slope a number that describes both the direction and steepness of a line. 

Trend an upwards or downwards shift in a data set over time. 

Units number of cells in an LSTM model. 

 

Equation Terms 
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8.2. Appendix A-2: National Quarterly Ridership Trend Analysis 
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8.3. Appendix A-3: Normality Test Results – Post-pandemic New Applicants 
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8.4. Appendix A-4: ARIMA Model Parameters – Results and Analysis 
 

Method 

Criterion for best model Minimum AICc 

Rows used 32 
Rows unused 0 
 

Model Selection 

Model (d = 2) LogLikelihood AICc AIC BIC 
p = 1, q = 1* -201.401 409.725 408.802 413.005 

p = 0, q = 2 -201.554 410.032 409.109 413.313 

p = 0, q = 1 -202.947 410.338 409.893 412.696 

p = 2, q = 2 -199.685 411.870 409.370 416.376 

p = 2, q = 1 -201.540 412.680 411.080 416.685 

p = 1, q = 2 -202.679 414.957 413.357 418.962 

p = 2, q = 0 -205.077 417.078 416.155 420.358 

p = 1, q = 0 -207.705 419.855 419.410 422.213 

* Best model with minimum AICc.  Output for the best model follows. 

Final Estimates of Parameters 

Type Coef SE Coef 
 

T-Value P-Value 
AR   1 -0.388 0.186  -2.09 0.046 
MA   1 1.001 0.166  6.04 0.000 

Differencing: 2 Regular 
Number of observations after differencing: 30 

Model Summary 

DF SS MS MSD AICc AIC BIC 
28 1032941 36890.8 34431.4 409.725 408.802 413.005 

MS = variance of the white noise series 

Modified Box-Pierce (Ljung-Box) Chi-Square Statistic 

Lag 12 24 36 48 
Chi-Square 12.44 23.67 * * 

DF 10 22 * * 
P-Value 0.256 0.365 * * 
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8.5. Appendix A-5: Analysis of Unique Riders 
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